In 1983, forty nine participants returning for their annual HEALTH WATCH evaluation were assessed for immune function status and served as healthy controls in an early study of "'normal" reference values for T 4 and T 8 lymphocyte counts and T4/T 8 lymphocyte ratios
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provides 7 subscores for health status. The Health Watch approach allows the primary care physician to observe early trends of unhealthy behavioral or laboratory patterns prior to signs or symptoms of disease, thereby permitting the active practice of primary preventive medicine, in partnership with the individual patient. The clinical parameters assessed annually as well as the seven health status and health behaviors subscores are listed in Table 1 .
Balascopy (Balance + Scope) is a computer assisted methodology developed for the analysis of relationships between multiple immunological, hematological, biochemical, physiological and behavioral parameters. Balascopy utilizes a pattern recognition system for detection, quantification and cognition of imbalances in the above relationships. Generated balascopic patterns help to predict the presence or illustrate the development of immunodeficiencies in otherwise healthy individuals at the routine clinical laboratory or physician level office. Longitudinal analysis of balascopic interpretations of patientspecific data provides for early, correct identification of progressive immune dysfunction and increased patient susceptibility to infectious diseases. Balascopic information, which is not available from any other existing modality, represents a new class of knowledge and opens up a new method for studying the mechanisms of disease and designing individualized therapeutic approaches. 1-5 
Case Study
The charts and balascopic interpretations presented here represent a longitudinal evaluation of one of our active participants, an 85-year-old man of good health. This patient is part of a smaller cohort of Health Watch men and women who are assessed for immune function status along with the standard assessments described above. Although the patient's routine chemical and immunological parameters fall within established, healthy normal ranges, since 1984 he has experienced almost annual, prolonged (winter to spring) upper respiratory infection, demonstrated by dry coughs, sinus trouble, head and neck aches and other mild symptoms. Repeated laboratory tests and X-rays show no evidence of viral infection, and his current Health Watch profile shows nothing outside normal, healthy range values. The patient has also experienced a resurgence of allergies and other mild symptoms of progressive immune dysfunction commonly attributed to the vague processes of aging. Longitudinal balascopic evaluation of these parameters, however, pinpoints abnormal relationships among the varying, normal range parameters, providing a very different picture for the evaluation and treatment of the patient (see Table  2 and Figures la-lb, 2a-2b, 3a-3b, and 4).
DISCUSSION
From the patterns shown, it is clear that although this patient is maintaining healthy normal range values for chemical and immunological parameters as well as maintaining a "healthy zone" of behavioral practices, a progressive increase in abnormal relationships between these parameters is occurring. Analysis of these patterns and where new abnormalities arise helps the primary care physician to pinpoint problem areas within the myriad of healthy range values, thereby allowing for additional therapeutic approaches.
When considering those patterns shown in Figure 4 , for example, it is possible to see that between the years 1986 and 1991, there is a trend towards an increasing number of immuno-metabolic abnormalities, while behavioral parameters appear to have played a much more important role in the patient's health during the earlier part of this seven year period. All of the patterns shown in this case study provide specific evidence of progressive immune dysfunction; more importantly, they provide additional clues as to where primary care intervention might be warranted and useful.
CONCLUSION
Early identification of immune dysfunction using person-specific data generated in longitudinal follow-up from patients returning for annual health status evaluation provides a basis for active intervention at all levels of preventive health care. As traditional pharmacological and less traditional psychoneuroimmunological interventions become available, balascopic analysis of trends in overall individual health status facilitates identification of otherwise healthy individuals with early immune dysfunction and may provide quantitative outcomes to monitor immune function and resistance to disease. 
